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A Novel Technique for Space-Time-Interest

Point Detection and Description for Dance

Video Classification
Soumitra Samanta and Bhabatosh Chanda

Abstract

This paper presents a different type of video analysis problem which is cultural activity analysis in

general and Indian Classical Dance (ICD) classification in particular. To tackle this problem we propose

a novel method for space time interest point (STIP) detection and description using differential geometry.

Each video is represented by sparse code of STIP descriptorsin each frame and then classification is

done by a non-linear SVM withχ2-kernel. We have created a ICD dataset of six classes (Bharatnatyam,

Kathak, Kuchipudi, Mohiniyattam, Monipuri and Odissi) from YouTube and got on an average68.18%

accuracy which is better than the performance of state-of-the-art general human activity classification

methods. We also have tested our algorithm on the benchmark datasets, like UCF sports and KTH, and

the accuracy is comparable to that of the state-of-the-art.

I. INTRODUCTION

During last two decades researchers are attracted towards the general human activity analysis: single

actor activities (e.g., hand waving and running), multipleactor activities (e.g., handshaking and punching)

or human object interaction (e.g., answering phone, get outof the car) [1], [22], but not much towards

the cultural activity analysis, like dance classification.This paper addresses a cultural activity analysis

problem, more specifically, Indian classical dance classification.The work is important not only for the

retrieval but also for digitization of cultural heritage and analyze a particular dance language.

In cultural point of view Indian classical dance, connectedto entertainment as well as religion, has a

long history. The earliest civilizations Mohenjo Daro and Harappa existed at the Indus valley in the Indian

subcontinent in about 6000 B.C. [15]. At Mohenjo Daro there was a beautiful little statuette of dancing
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girl. Indian classical dance is the gesture of all the body parts. Due to occlusion, variation in clothing

and different lighting conditions it is not possible to capture all the gestures of the dance with the help of

the current state-of-the-art technology. In general humanactivity analysis, local spatio-temporal feature

based approach is the most successful one. Here first, space-time interest points are detected from video

data. Then each detected point is described by local gradient and motion information. Then a vocabulary

is learned by clustering the description of the interest points and subsequently each action sequence is

represented by the learned vocabulary. Finally, some classifier is used to recognize the action. The general

frame work of our model is almost the same as this. But here, wepropose a new STIP detection method

and their description with the help of differential geometry. To avoid the hard assignment to the clusters,

we learn the vocabulary and represent each video clip in sparse coding frame work.

To detect the STIP, most of the existing algorithms [24] extend the spatial domain methods into the

space-time domain. Laptev et al. [11] have formed a3 × 3 spatio-temporal second-moment matrix by

extending two-dimensional Harris corner detector [8] and STIPs are detected by thresholding the response

function formed using the determinant and the trace of this matrix. They described each interest points

by binning the gradient and optical flow of the neighborhood around that point. Their feature calculation

method is usually time consuming due to costly optical flow calculation. Dollár et al. [5] used a two-

dimensional Gaussian smoothing kernel in the spatial domain and two one-dimensional Gabor filters in

the temporal domain to form the STIP response function. Thismethod is shows non-response to smooth

motion and zooming. To describe each point they have used histograms of normalized pixel values,

gradient and optical flow and, finally, PCA is applied to reduce the dimension of the feature vectors.

To reduce the false positive of interest point, Bregonzio etal. [3] applied Gabor filter on the frame

difference and capture the global distribution of the STIP.Willeams et al. [?] calculated a Hessian matrix

in spatio-temporal domain and its determinant value is usedas a response function at a certain scale.

They extended SURF image descriptor [2] to SURF video descriptor by incorporating the temporal

information. Video saliency is measured by using the Shannon entropy within the cylindrical spatio-

temporal neighborhood around the candidate points [17].

Here we propose an efficient STIP detection method using differential geometry to overcome the

problems in state-of-the-art STIP. Our contribution in this paper are in three folds. First, we propose a

new space-time-interest point detector based on differential geometry formulation. Second, we propose

a new descriptor by using spatial and temporal derivatives of different orders. Finally, we build a new

ICD dataset by adding extra three ICD classes (Kuchipudi, Mohiniyattam and Monipuri) to the existing

ICD dataset created by Samanta et al. [20] and also increase the number of videos in the existing
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classes (Bharatnatyam, Kathak and Odissi). Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Interest point

detection method is described in section II. Section III presents the interest point description and video

representation. Experimental results are shown in sectionIV and concluding remarks are placed in

section V.

II. I NTEREST POINT DETECTION

Haralick and Shapiro [7] states that an image may be represented as a collection of piecewise continuous

intensity patches and called it facet model. They assumed a bi-cubic intensity surface to detect image

features like edges and corners. The two dimensional facet model is extended to three dimension for video

data [19]. Their method gives good performance on human activity analysis, but is time consuming. In

order to avoid the huge computations, here we approximate the similar to that of [19] STIP response

function in a different way.

Suppose a video data can be estimated locally over a neighborhood of each point by a polynomial

function f : N×N× N → R in the space-time domain given by [19]

f(x, y, t) = k1 + k2x+ k3y + k4t+ k5x
2 + k6y

2 + k7t
2 + k8xy+

k9yt+ k10xt+ k11x
3 + k12y

3 + k13t
3 + k14x

2y + k15xy
2+

k16y
2t+ k17yt

2 + k18x
2t+ k19xt

2 + k20xyt

(1)

where the coefficientsk1, k2, ......, k20 calculated by minimizing the mean square error over the neigh-

borhood in space-time domain. In [19], the interest points in video data are detected where the response

R defined as the rate of change of directional derivative off in the direction that is orthogonal to the

derivative direction is sufficiently large. Let
−→
T be the unit vector along the gradient off(x, y, t) at any

point (x, y, t), then
−→
T (x, y, t) =

1

d
(fx, fy, ft), where d =

√

f2x + f2y + f2t (2)

wherefx is the first derivative off alongx direction. Let
−→
N be the unit vectors normal to the gradient

−→
T at any point(x, y, t), then the response functionR may be defined as [19]

R =
−→
T

′

·
−→
N =

AD +BE + CF

d3d′
(3)

where

A = f
′

xfy − fxf
′

y, B = fxf
′

t − f
′

xft, and C = f
′

yft − fyf
′

t (4)

D = fxxfy − fxfyy, E = fxftt − fxxft, and F = fyyft − fyftt (5)
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Fig. 1. Illustrates the rate of change of gradient
−→

T along the direction
−→

N .

SoR is a function offx, fy, ft, f
′

x, f
′

y, f
′

t , fxx, fyy and ftt. The value offx, fy, ft, f
′

x, f
′

y, f
′

t , fxx,

fyy andftt at the candidate point may be given by

fx = k2, fxx = 2k5, fy(0) = k3, fyy(0) = 2k6 (6)

and so on. In [19],k2, k3, etc are calculated by costly three dimensional convolution. Note that the normal

vector
−→
N used in [19], in general, is not unique. So we define

−→
N in a general way so thatR =

−→
T

′

·
−→
N is

maximum. It can be shown that such
−→
N should lie along the line of intersection of the plane containing

−→
T

′

and the plane perpendicular to
−→
T . Now

−→
N being a unit vector defines the direction. Here we define

the responseR as the rate of change of gradient
−→
T along the direction

−→
N for which the plane passing

through
−→
T

′

is perpendicular to normal plane of
−→
T [see figure 1]. Note that as argued earlier, given a

−→
T

suchR is maximum. A straight forward analysis of
−→
T ,

−→
T

′

and
−→
N (which we omit here due to space

constraint) leads to

R =
1

2
(α + γ) +

β2 − (α− γ)2

2
√

β2 + (α− γ)2
(7)

where

α =
1

L2

1
l
(fxxP

2

1 + fyyQ
2

1 + fttS
2

1 + fxyP1Q1 + fytQ1S1 + ftxP1S1)

β =
−1

L1L2l
{2fxxP1S + 2fyyQ1Q+ 2fttS1P + fxy(P1Q+Q1S) +

fyt(Q1P + S1Q) + ftx(P1P + S1S)}

γ =
1

L2
1
l
(fxxP

2 + fyyQ
2 + fttS

2 + fxyPQ+ fytQS + ftxPS)
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Detected interest points for (a) ICD (Bharatnatyam), (b) UCF sports (diving) and (c) KTH (boxing). First row: result
of the proposed method. Second row: result of Laptev et al.

P1 = Pfy −Qft, Q1 = Sft − Pfx, S1 = Qfx − Sfy

P = fxxfy − fxfyy, Q = fxftt − fxxft, S = fyyft − fyftt

L1 =
√

P 2
1
+Q2

1
+ S2

1
, L2 =

√

P 2 +Q2 + S2 and l =
√

f2x + f2y + f2t

It may be argued that fitting a surface locally over intensityprofile actually performs some kind of

smoothing, which can be approximated by simple Gaussian smoothing. In other words we can compute

different order derivatives simply asfx = k2 ≈ ∂
∂x

(I ∗G(x, y, t)), fxx = 2k5 ≈ ∂2

∂x2 (I ∗G(x, y, t)) etc.

Where I(x, y, t) stands for video data. This suggests that instead of calculating ki’s by 10 individual

3D convolution, we can obtain the derivatives of video data by only one 3D convolution followed by

difference operators. Therefore we save huge computation compare to [19]. Now the point(x, y, t) is

called a space-time interest point if the following conditions are satisfied.

1. (x, y, t) is a spatio-temporal bounding surface point (equivalent toedge point in an image), and

2. for a given thresholdΩ, |R|> Ω

For spatio-temporal bounding surface point, we combine thespatial and temporal gradient in one

response function|Gradx,y,t(f)| =
√

f2x + f2y + wtf2t , wherewt is a constant multiplier to bringft into

the same unit asfx andfy. The point(x, y, t) is called as a spatio-temporal bounding surface point if

|Gradx,y,t(f)| is greater than a threshold. All these parameters are fixed asdescribed in Experiments

and Results section IV. We detect the interest points in different scales by estimating the functionf

over the different neighborhood sizes both in spatial and temporal domain. Fig. 2 shows some results of

our proposed STIP detection method and that of a popular method due to Laptev et al. [11]. Note that
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the results due to Laptev et al. [11] contains many extraneous points compared to our method. This is

because STIP response due to the former is more sensitive to temporal changes and they use a threshold

to reduce false alarms. Since we have avoided selection of this critical threshold value and picked up top

M STIPs from each frame to make sure its participation in the description of the video. Our method has

handled the problem by ensuring that STIPs occur only on the edge of the object.

III. I NTEREST POINT DESCRIPTION AND VIDEO REPRESENTATION

To describe the local space time interest points, most of thepeople use gradient and optical flow

information [11], [5], [?], [9] over a small neighbourhood around each interest point. It is known

that optical flow calculation is computationally expensive. So we propose a new descriptor based on

different spatial and temporal gradients which is computationally efficient and achieves good performance

compared to the gradient and optical flow based features. We calculate the spatial and temporal gradient

directions and magnitudes as follows.

ϕxy = tan−1(fx/fy), mxy =
√

f2x + f2y

ψt = tan−1(
√

(f2x + f2y )/ft) and mt =
√

f2t + c(f2x + f2y )

where the temporal gradient directionψt and magnitudemt gives us the motion information which

is equivalent to the optical flow direction and magnitude respectively. We consider a volume of size

△x×△y×△t, where△x = △y = wxyσ and△t = wtτ around a detected interest point. We divide the

volume intonxnynt cells inX,Y andT directions. In each cell we calculate the four-bin histogram of

spatial gradientϕxy and five-bin histogram of temporal gradientψt respectively. In addition to that we

calculate the sum of positive and negative energy of higher order spatial and temporal derivatives, like

fxx, fyy, ftt, fxy, fyt, ftx, ftt andfxyt, so that the descriptor is able to capture the spatial and temporal

motion information reliably. Finally, we concatenate the histograms of spatial and temporal gradients as

well as all the energies from spatial and temporal derivatives to form a feature vector of length25nxnynt,

which is taken as a descriptor of each interest point.

To represent each video clip, we learn a visual vocabulary bysparse coding frame work which give

comparatively better results than traditional k-means based vocabulary. We use an on-line dictionary

learning algorithm [14] to generate our visual vocabulary so that each visual word can be approximate

by a sparse combination of visual vocabulary words. So for a video clip we first represent each interest

point descriptor by linear combination of learned visual vocabulary words. Then use average pooling to
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Fig. 3. Interest points detected by our proposed method on ICD dataset (a) Bharatnatyam, (b) Kathak, (c) Kuchipudi, (d)
Mohiniyattam, (e) Monipuri and (f) Odissi.

represent the hole video clip in a single vector of dimensionsame as the visual vocabulary size. In the

next section we will show our experimental results and compare with the state-of-the-art.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We have created a new dataset by updating the Samanta et al. [20] dataset, consists of six famous Indian

classical dances: Bharatnatyam, Kathak, Kuchipudi, Mohiniyattam, Monipuri and Odissi. The dataset has

total 330 video clips of87 dancers. We fixed the resolutions of each video clip at240× 320 pixels with

30 frames per second of different duration. Almost all the video clips have taken from stage performance

of the dancers. Therefore, there is significant variations in terms of lighting condition, clothing, camera

position, background and occlusion. Hence, this a very challenging dataset compared to the other types of

human activity dataset. Fig. 3 shows some sample frames of each dance class with our detected interest

points.

We set all our model parameters on ICD dataset by cross validation. The model parameterwt required

to compute the magnitude of space-time gradient|Gradx,y,t(f)| =
√

f2x + f2y + wtf2t is set aswt = 500

which gives good results for ICD as well as others video sequences. In our experiment, we do not choose

the threshold valueΩ, rather we select top twenty (M = 20) responses to make sure to have a reasonable

number of space-time interest points from each frame. For the descriptor, experimentally we have taken

the neighborhood size as∆x = ∆y = 15σ and∆t = 7τ , whereσ and τ represent the spatial and

temporal scales respectively and divide the neighborhood into 18 cells (ηx = ηy = 3 andηt = 2) which

gives good result within the search window for the parameters for the ICD dataset as well as for the

other human activity datasets. We train a multi-channel non-linear SVM with aχ2 kernel [12] using the
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Fig. 4. Confusion matrix for ICD dataset (% accuracy)

TABLE I
COMPARATIVE RESULTS ONICD DATASET.

Approach Accuracy(%)
Dollár et al. [5] 61.82
Laptev et al. [12] 64.85
Samanta et al. [20] 63.11
Wang et al. [23] 67.58
Proposed approach 68.18

LIBSVM [4] tools as one-vs-rest approach and finally select the class with best score.

For ICD classification, we randomly select200000 interest point descriptor vectors to build our visual

vocabulary. For a video, we sparsely represent each interest point descriptors by the learned vocabulary.

Then use average pooling to represent the video in a feature vector form of dimension equal to the size

of the vocabulary. We use leave-one-out cross validation strategy with different sizes of vocabularies and

get an average accuracy of68.18%. Fig. 4 shows the confusion matrix of ICD for an optimum vocabulary

size equal to3500. We have compared our algorithm with the state-of-the-art human activity classification

algorithms as shown in Table I, which shows that our method gives the best result.

Also we have tested our algorithm on state-of-the-art activity analysis UCF sports datasets. All the

parameters setting done in ICD classification we used those parameter values for these datasets. The

UCF sports dataset [18] consists of ten sports activities: diving, golf swinging, kicking (a ball), weight-

lifting, horse riding, running, skating, swinging (on the floor), swinging (at the high bar) and walking.

The dataset contains total150 video clips of different frame resolutions. We measure the performance

by standard leave-one-out cross validation strategy [18] and get an average accuracy of88.00% which
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TABLE II
COMPARATIVE RESULTS ONUCF SPORTS DATASET.

Approach Accuracy(%)
Rodriguez et al. [18] 69.20
Wang et al. [24] 85.60
Kovashka & Grauman [10] 87.27
Wang et al. [23] 88.20
Guha & Ward [6] 83.80
Proposed approach 88.00

TABLE III
COMPARATIVE RESULTS ONKTH DATASET.

Approach Accuracy(%)
Dollár et al. [5] 81.17
Nowozin et al. [16] 84.72
Laptev et al. [12] 91.80
Liu et al. [13] 93.80
Kovashka & Grauman [10] 94.53
Wang et al. [23] 94.20
Bregonzio et al. [3] 94.33
Proposed approach 94.33

is comparable that of the state-of-the-art methods shown inTable II.

Another widely used human activity dataset is the KTH dataset [21] which contains six common

human activities: boxing, hand clapping, hand waving, jogging, running and walking in four different

environments. This dataset has599 video clips with a fixed resolution of160×120 pixels. Here we use the

data partitions (training, validation and test) as suggested by the authors [21], for performance measure.

We get on an average94.33% accuracy for the optimum vocabulary size of4500. This is comparable

to the performance of the state-of-the-art methods as shownin Table III. To evaluate our interest points,

we calculate the HOG and HOF features on our detected points and compare with Laptev et al. [11]

detection points with same features and get better performance shows in Fig 5.

V. CONCLUSION

Here we present a new activity classification problem, specifically, Indian classical dance classification

by proposing a novel space-time interest point detection and description. The STIP detector and descriptor

is developed based on differential geometry and is computationally efficient. We have shown that our
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Fig. 5. Comparison of proposed detection point and Laptevetal. [11].

method not only shows good performance on ICD, but also givescomparable results on other benchmark

data for human activity classification.
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